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DISCOURSE, DEVELOPMENT, AND EDUCATION

Educators, especially those focusing on the socio-moral development of students,
have long emphasized tbe role of classroom discourse. Fritz Oser, for example, has
emphasized the notion of discourse in moral problem solving since the 1970s (e.g..
Oser, 1981, 1984). He emphasized that moral discourse is "the common denomina
tor that should encompass different elements of moral learning" (Oser, 1986, 919).
Oser further expanded the application of discourse to teachers' professional dis
course (e.g., Oser & Althof, 1993). Discourse also waS central in the work of Law
rence Kohlbel'g, who inspired much of Oser's work. Kohlberg's theory of moral
reasoning development led to two major educational models. The moral dilemma
discussion approach focused on teacher facilitated classroom discussions of open
ended moral problems (Berkowitz, 1985). In the "Just Community" approach to
democratic schooling, the "moral dilemma discussion" becomes a school wide in
stitution (Power, Higgins, & Kohlberg, 1989). Small group discussions, school-wide
democratic "town meetings", and student/faculty judiciary committees all take the
hypothetical moral discourse of moral dilemma discussions to a school-wide and
real world level. It emphasizes the procedural and discourse related aspects ofdem
ocratic decision-making and moral learning more strongly (Oser & Althof, 2001).
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Kohlberg's work was informed by JOrgen Hab
ermas' theory ofcommunicative action (Althof, 2003; Habermas, 1981) and his dis
course ethics. In this process, claims and propositions have to be justified in a way
that can be "accepted by free and equal persons seeking fuir terms of cooperation"
(Gutmann & Thompson, 2004, 3). Actors are expected to give reasons, and reasons
of other parties must be explicitly considered. This, again, requires that reasons in
the process must be accessible and understandable to everyone involved. "It would
not be acceptable, for example, to appeal only to the authority ofrevelation, whether
divine or secular in nature" (ibid., p. 4). Cohen (1996) discusses which consider
ations count as reasons in this context and he strongly points to the argumentative
nature ofthe exchange:
"In an idealized deliberative setting, it will not do simply to advance reasons
that one takes to be true or compelling: such considerations may be rejected
by others who are themselves reasonable. One must instead find reasons that
are compelling to others, (...) aware that they have alternative reasonable
commitments, and knowing something about the kinds of commitments that
Fritz Oser & Wief Veugelers (eds.), Get/ing i1W()/ved, 189-101.
Cllf)()8 Sense Publishers. All rights reserved,
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they are likely to have - for example, that they may have moral or religious
commitments that impose what they take to be overriding obligatiotl,s, if a
consideration does not meet these tests, that will suffice for r.ejecting it as a
reason. If it does, then it counts as an acceptable political rca~on)' (p. 1DO).
1n other words, the quality of reasoning is critical Deliberative reasoning "'oper
ates on the reasoning of another" (Berkowitz & Gibbs, (983) it is, in our terms,
transactive. We wiU spend the rest of this chapter examjnjng this partit.-ular line of
theory and research about developmental discourse.

DISCOURSE, DEVEI.OPMENT, AND EDUCATION

This focus on peer discussion arose in the 19705 in a set of parallel but indepen
dent ways, A group of colleagues of Piaget in Switzerland, from the perspective
of social psychology, used peer discussion, less as a phenomenon of interest in it
self but rather more as a method to promote the development of Piagetian logico
mathematical stages of reasoning (e.g .• Doisc, Mugny & Perret-Clermont, 1975:
Mugny, Perret~Clermont & Doise, 198J). Nonetheless. despite their focus on the
d~scurs~ve nature of their pedagogical and laboratory interventions, this group was
ploneenng the use of peer discourse in a cognitive~developmental framework. At

the same time in the US, Scott Miller and Celia Brownell (1975) were engaged in a
TRANSACTIVE DISCUSSION

Origin and Overview

Although it aligns with the more philosophically justified discourse work of Oser,
the modeJ oftransac1ive discussion actually comes out of basic psychological theory

and research. Based heavily on the work ofPiaget and Koh Iberg, it has become clear
to both social scientists and educators that students encounter the world through the
lens that is their CUlTent system for making meaning of the world, in this case the
socio~moral world. This tens is their stage of socio-moral cognition, for Koblberg
their stage of moral reasoning. The stages themselves, whether Piagetian stages of
logico-mathematical understanding, Osee's stages of religious thinking, Selman's
stages of interpersonal reasoning, or Kohlberg'~ stages of moral reasoning, develop
in an invariant and universal sequence from less differentiation and integration of
cognitive elements to greater differentiation and integration. Much Is now known
about this developmental process. The structures (stages) evolve into more adequate
ways of knowing as a product of the interaction between one's direct grappling with
the world (either alone or with others) and the world that one is trying to compre
hend. One key feature of the process of development is the "stretching" and chal
lenging of one's current meaning-making structure through sociaJ discourse, most
typically peer discourse in the classroom setting. It is this feature that leads to an
interest in the discursive structures of classroom practice and student interaction.
In education, this discursive developmental process can be manifested as formal

moral dilcmma discussions (Berkowitz, 1985) or more generally through pedagogi

very similar project. still without the focal intere!.'i in the interactive methods used
to promote structural development
At about the same time, working not within the logico-marhematical develop~
ment domain but rather within [he moral development field, Berkowit~ Gibbs, and
Broughton {I 980) studied the same social processes from the perspective of uncov~
ering Piagetian disequilibration processes. They had noted that all of the effective
intervention strategies were centrally focused on peer moral dilemma discussion
methods. The assumption was that ~uch interactions (Whether in pairs in the labo
ratory or in whole classroom discussions in schools) produced cognitive conflict
in the discussants from the interpenetration of their different meaning structures
and that this experience led to the stimulation of structural development within the
individual. The goal was to observe and measure the OVert social aspects of this
developmental process, but this initial work merely inferred it from the individual
effects of participation in the discussions. This initial project failed, as individuals
did not seem to overtly express measurable signs of internal disequilibrium. So
the project Shifted, to identifying the discursive conditions that were theoretically
anticipated to pronlote internal experiences of disequilibrium, and hence individual
cognitive-structural development.
This work was in synchrony. at times intentionally and at times coincidentally.
with other researchers who had begun to turn their attention to the direct study of
this jnteractive process by examining the social interactions and creating models for

coding and analyzing them. In the US, Damon and Killen (1982), Bearison (1982),
and Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983) and, in Germany, Max Miller (l980a,b; 1984) all

As Berkowitz and Simmons (20OJ) pointed out in their discussion of the role of peer

began to codify the features of peer discussion that couJd be related to the structural
development that had been observed to result from peer discussions.
. The most,detailed and developed model of peer discursive processes undergird
109 structural development was the work on transactive discussion by Berkowitz

mora1 discourse in science education, "The core of this process for structural develop~
ment (i.e, the development of more effi:<:tive ways oflhinking ahoOl the world) is social

and Gibbs (1983). The term "transactive" was inspired by the work of Dewey and
Bentley (1949) in which they philosophically contrast "interaction" with "transac

interaction about COb'Ilitive problems, whether logical, physical, or ,ocial....The basic

tion," The former is defined, using a physical model, as "'presentation ofparticles or
other objects organized as operating upon One another" and transaction as "func~
tional observation offull system'~ (p. 75), The emphaSis was on understanding the
world through interdependent and interpenetrative systems, rather than as mechanj~
cal directional interactions" Transactive discussion was defined as peer discussion

cal strategies such as cooperative learning or the inquiry method in science educa
tion (Berkowitz & Simmons, 2003).

teners of such an educational approach are the same: implemt."*}lting developmentally
stimulating program:. of peer discussion in the classroom that serve both the goals of

science education and the goals of chW1lCler and citi",nship education" (p. 129).
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where one discussant manifests discursive reasoning about another discussant's
reasoning. They identified 18 different discursive behaviors that represented a range
of transaction (see Table 1). The highest forms were called Operational as they rep
resented a transformation of the other~s reasoning (e.g., by logically critiquing it, by
integrating it with one's own reasoning, by extending it). The lmverform was called
Representational as it was more a re~presenta.tion of the other's reasoning (e,g.., a
paraphrase or a juxtaposition with one's own reasoning).
Table 1. Table o/Transacts
A. Representational Transacts
1. Feedback Request (R): Do you undi;rstand Of il$«!c with my pOSition?
2. Paropnrase(R)
(a) 1can understand and paraphrase your position or reasoning.
(b) my paraphrase of your rea.oroning accurate"?
3. JUS(fficatiOfl R4'quest (R) Why do you say tbat"?
4, Jw.liJposilion (R): Your position is X and my position is. Y.
5, Dyad Paraphrase (R): Here is a paraphrase of a shared position.
6. Compelitiw iu.xiaposition (R): t will make a concesswo to your position,
hut also rC4lffirm part ofmy position.

's

B. Hybrid Trnnsaol±.
1, CcmpJetio:n (8./0): I can complete or cootioue your unfinished fcas<lning.
8, Competitive Paraphrase (RiO): Here i~ a paraphrase of your reasoning thai
highlights its weakness.
C. Operational Transacts
9. Clarification (O)~

10.

IL

12.

13.
14,

{a} No, what I am trying to say is the fbllowiug.
(1::» Here is the clarificnrion ofmy posilion to aid in your understanding.
CompelitM! Clarificafion (0),' My position is not ~wily what you take it 10 be
RtdinemenJ (0):
(a) 1must refine my pos.ition or point as a concession to your pGSllion or point
(subordinative mode).
(b) 1 CIID elabotal.e Of qualify my positioo tn defend against your critique
(superordinarivc mcde).
Extensian (OJ:
(a) Here is a further thought or an elaboration ()ffered in the spirit OfYOUf positicrl
(b) Are you implying the following by YOUf reasoning"
Contradu;;tian (0): There is II logicailnoonsistency in your reasoning.
ReClSoning Criliqwr (0),'
(a} Yourreasf.lf"Iing mis~ an important distinction, Of involves
a superfluous, distinction.
(b) Your position implicitly involves lUI assumptiou thai is questionable

(premmemtaclcl.
(c) Your rearoning does not necessnrily lead to your conclusion/opinion.
or your ;)pinIDn has not been sufficiently justllied.
td) Your reasoning applies equally well w the opposite op.inlon.
is. CempetitilJe F..xIef'lsion (0).'
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(a) Would yQU go to this. implausible extreme with your reasoJ1jng1
(b) "(our reasoning can be extended to the following extreme, with which
neilber of lIS would agree.
16. Counl?r Considera/lOn (0): Here is a thought or element thal cannot be
inc.(}tporated IntO yl')ur position.
17. Common (}1"()W'I(//lntegralion (0).
(a) We can oombine our positions into a common view.
(b) Here is a general premise oonunon to both of ;)Uf positions.
Ht Comparelive Critique (0):
(al Your reasoning is less aile'luate than mlJie because it is IllC(lmpatible with
the importrult consideratiun here,
(b) Your positiOfl maken a distinction that i~ seen as superfluous In Ught I')f
my position, or misses an important distinction that my position mnkcs,
(e) 1 call analyze your example In snow that it does not pose a challef!ge to
my position.

Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983) first introduced this concept and the model in a study
of undergraduate dyads who engaged in a series of moral dilemma discussions
(Berkowitz, Gibbs, & BrOUghton, 1980). The dialogues were transcribed and ana
lyzed and from a sub~set the transactive coding scheme was generated. When ap
plied to the rest of the dialogues, it was found that dyads manifesting more transac
tive discussion. especially operational transaction, showed more pre~test to post-test
development of Kohlbergian moral reasoning.
Two subsequent studies examined the development of transactive discourse
competencies themselves. Berkowitz and Gibbs (1985) report a study (Gibbs, Sch
nell, Berkowitz. & Goldstein. 1983) of the relation offormal operational reasoning
(lnhelder & Pi.get, J958) to higher order transaction in 40 undergraduate dyads. It
was found that higher order transaction was rarely evident in dyads where members
were not fully formal operatjtmalj and were present in most dyads were both mem
bers were fully formal operational,
In a later cross-sectional study of the pfesence and types of transactive djscus~
sion, Bed<owitz, Oser, and Althof (1987) first examined the developmental data
from the current research on transaction finding some evidence of a developmental
pattern in the frequency of transaction across subjects from seven to 24 years of
age. The reviewed studies were quite varied, but the suggestive summative findings
promptcd a cross-sectional study of dyads from six to twenty years ofage. Further
more, the sample was cross-sectional with half of each age group in Switzerland
and half in the US, There was a clearly significant increase in total transaction with
increasing age; and the pattern held similarly across both cultures. FinalJy, this
pattern was also found separately for operational and representational transaction.
These studies suggest that transaction not only fosters development t but is devel
opmental itself.
Over the quarter century since Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983) introduced the con
cept of transitive discussion, research has accumulated demonstrating (1) the con
ditions thal promote thc use of transactive discussion and (2) that the presence of
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transactive discussion in peer interactions is related to the deveiopment ofcognitive
structures, especially moral reasoning structures. This body of research will be
briefly reviewed here,
Research on the Effects ofTransactive- Discu'ssion

Research on the relation of transactive discussion to development and learning
began with Berkowitz and Gibbs' (1983) report that more tran'Octive discussion
in adolescent peer moral diseussions resulted in greater moral reasoning develop
ment This finding of the relation oftransactive discussion to moral reasoning de
velopment was replicated by Kruger (1992) in girls' discussions with either peers or
mothers, by Pratt et al. (1999) in adolescent discussions with parents, and by Wallrer
and Taylor (1991) in children's and adolescents' discussions with their parents. Kru
ger reported that the effect held for both peer and mother-daughter discussions, but
the change was greater for peer dyads as they engaged in more active transactive
discussions. Pratt et al .• only found the effect for discussions with fathers and not
fur discussions with mothers. Overall. these four studies suggest that peer and/or
parent~chi1d discussions of moral issues can promote moral reasoning deve10pment
in both children and adolescents when the discussions are rich in transactive dis ...
course behaviors. 1n a complex and creative study of the role of classroom group
discussion on the development of the capacity to coordinate perspective~ Mischo
(2005) reports results that support these findings about moral reasoning, Although
Mischo combines transaction with other variables, he reports that "the intel'action
process promoting perspective coordination may be characterized by the combina
tion of an explanation-oriented discussion style and trait-like subject-related con
sensus-motive" (p. 58). When peer discussion was focused on the interpenetration
of reasons and justifications (competitive operational transaction) and discussants
were motivated to reach consensus (consensus instructions often foster more dis
cussion and transaction), subjects showed more development in social perspective
coordination competency.
The findings in the socio~morat domain have led other researchers to study the
eftects of transactive discussion on other aspects of development and on learning.
Four studies examined the impact of transaction on the development of scientific
reasoning and one on the development of mathematical reasoning. In the first study
applying transaction in the science education sphere, Azntitia and Montgomery
(1993) reported that children who used more transaction in peer science discus
sions showed better scientific problem-solving skHIs. In two studies of children's
peer collahorative discussion of science topics, Teasley (1997) reported that dyads
who engaged in more transactive discussion showed more improvement in peer col~
laborative scientific problem solving than dyads that did not use much transaction,
More recently, Russell (2006), working with high school students reported th.t peer
trnnsactive discussion correlated with the development of reasoning about genet~
ics. Similar1y. in working with college students' and their abilities to understand
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mathematical proofs, Blanton, Stylianou, & David (2003) reported that whole-class
discussions rich in transaction resulted in greater gains in students' ability to con
struct mathematical proofs than discussion with less transaction.
A study by Miell and MacDonald (2000) expanded the content sphere further,
Same gender pairs of I I and 12 year old boys and girls were observed WOrking on
a eollaborative musical composition. Teaehers rated the ultimate composition and
their ratings were significantly related to the amount of transaction in the dyads,
with higher ratings related to more transaction.
Taken together, these studies suggest that transactive discussion is a robust de~
velopmental stimulant for a range of cognitive outcomes (moral reasoning, scientif
ic reasoning, mathematical reasoning. musical composition). in a range of contexts
(peer dialogues, parent-child discussions, whole-class discussions), and for a range
of age groups (children through college stUdents),
C(}ndition~ jor

Tram,active Discussion

As no models exist for the training of transac:tive discussion 5 aU relevant research
capitalizes on its spontaneous usage, )t is therefore helpful to understand the condi~
tlons under which transactive discussion is more or less likely to occur. Relationship
between discussants appears to be an important variable in the likelihood oftransac
tive discussion. Kruger and TomaseHo (1986) report that young girls Use more trans
action, especially operational higher order transaction (which Berkowitz and Gibbs,
1983, revealed as the more developmentally pawerful form oftransaction) with peers
than with mothers, but that they used more reactive (responsive) transacts with moth
ers because moth,ers asked for clarification morc than peers did. Parents seem to ad
just their levels and kind of trahsaction when talking to children, Wal!ocr and Tavlor
(1991) noted that parents used less operational transaction and more representati~nal
transactlon when diSCUSSing the chlkJls real life dilemma than when discussing hy
pothetical dilemmas, Santolupo and Pratt (1994) lOund that mothers used higher level
transaction with sons than with daughters to discussion ofpoJitica) jssues,
Relationships in peer dIscussions also were relevant to levels and types oftrans
action. Aimitia and Montgomery (1993) found that children used more transaction
in moral discussions with friends than with acquaintances. MieIl and MacDonald
(2000) similarly found that children used more transaction with friends than with
non-friend,s, in th is case When working on a collaborative musicaJ composition.
Bloch (2002) found more transaction in social dilemma discussions with differ
ent age ch ild dyads than in same age dyads, Leadbeater (1988), in adolescent and
adult peer dialogues, found different types of transacts used in same gender remale.
same gender male. and mixed gender dialogues. Female dyads tended to foclls on
[he partner and be non-competitive. male dyads tended to focus on seJf and partner
and be competitive, and mixed gender dyads tended to focus on the partner both
competitively and non-competitively, Faulkner et at (2000) reported that similar'
ity in ability impacted transaction. Working with 9 and 10 ycar olds on scientific
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reasoning tasks. they reported that mixed ability pairs used more transaction than
did same ability pairs.
Developmental1evel and age are also re1ated. not surprisingly.JO the amount and
type of transaction one produces. Berkowitz and Gibbs (1985) reported that high
levels of Piagetian logical development were related to higher leveis of transaction.
Santolupo and Pratt (1994) found older adolescent girls using more transaction than
younger adolescent girls, but did not find this difference for boys.
Other eonditions for transaetlve discussion were studied as well. Teasley (1997)
examined the amount of transaction generated when working with a partner or
working alone (selftalk), Faulkner et at. (2000) compared child dyads working with
a computer simulation or with physical apparatus on scientific prob1ems, and found
more transaction in the groups working with computers. Similarly, Anderson et al.
(2000) reported more transaction in undergraduate psychology m~or group projeet
work when the groups worked with a eomputer program designed to assjst group
process. Finally. Blanton, Styllanou. and David (2003) found that teachers could
effectively scaffold undergraduate whoJe~ctass discussion of mathematical issues to
facilitate more transactivc discussion.
While more research 1S needed, these studies suggest that conditions can be ma
nipulated to increase the amount of transactive discussion in children and adoles
cents, and in dyads and larger groups. These findings are encouraging for educators
who wish to reap the developmental benefits ofdiscussion based pedagogies such as
eooperative learning,. class meetings. and mo~1 dilemma discussions.

and representational transaction. Unfortunately the sample size was small in this
cluster of families (n=::4). Nonetheless the pattern partially replicates Powers' and
Krugers' findings. In a later four year longitudinal ,tudy of children (ages 9-17). a
parent and a friend. Walker, Hennig and Krettenauer (2000), again using the DECS,
found that development over t11e four year period was related to aspects of the par~
cnt-child discussions of the child real moral dilemma (but neither the hypothetical
nor the real parent moral dilemmas) and .spects ofthe peer hypothetical and child
focused real dilemmas. The pattern most strongly related to child moral reasoning
development was for high representational transaction, high moral stage dispar
ity between parent and chHd, and low informative discourse. This was somewhat
different from the peer dlseussjons where development. For hypothetical dHemma
discussion, development was predicted by high representational transaction, Jow jn~
formative discourse, and high interfering behavior, For the peer child-fOCused real
dilemma discussions development was predicted by high representational transac
tion and low informational discourse. In essence, it is clear that the power of peer
diseourse comes from a more conflictual style than does the power of parent-child
discourse. Children seem to be able to benefit from eognitive tussIing with peers,
but need a supportive parental context to reap similar developmental benefits.
j

Positionmg and Justffying Developmental D,:rcussfon in Education

7}ansaclion and Family Dynamics

It has already been noted above that research on the roJe and nature oftransaetion in
parent-ehild discourse is different than in peer discourse. The first such investiga
tion was done by Sally Powers (1982; Powers et aI., 1983) with a non-psychiatric and
a psyehiatric sample of high school-aged adolescents and their parent(s). Using an
adapted version of the transact model and combining it with measures of affective
interactive behaviors (e.g., rejection. support), Powers created the Developmental
Environments Coding Scheme (DECS). Parent child discussions of moral issues
were related to ehild ego development. A key finding is that the competitive style
of peer transactive discussion does not seem to be as developmentally rich when
manifested between adoJescent and parent. It is only when there is a high level of
emotional support from the parents that competitive cognitive transaction is related
to higher levels of ego development. Using the DECS. Walker and his colleagues
engaged in two similar longitudinal studies of the relation of parent-child moral dis~
cussions to child moral reasoning development. Walker and Taylor (1991), in a two
year longitudinal study of mother-father-child triads with children aged 6-16 (Time
l). reported that moral development was greatest for interactions where the topic
was a real child-focused dilemma (not a hypothetical one) and where family interac
tions were eharacterized by high moral stage disparity and more supportive parents
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There are clearly numerous justifications for the study and implementation of de
velopmentally rich forms of peer discussion) such as transacllve discussion, in
educational settings. Oser has highlighted ethical concerns of procedural justice
in classrooms and schools, as well as pedagogical pragmatics. In doing so. he has
partly positioned school discourse jn a philosophical perspective of communicative
ethics. Berkowitz and Gihbs, and thclr followers. have fOcused largely on the devel~
opmentai power of such forms ofschool diseourse and have positioned transactive
discussion in a cognitive~structural theoretica1 framework.
Such forms of discourse can be positioned and justified in other ways as well.
'Prior to the genesis of the terminology and the coneeptualization of transaetive
discussion, Rhssian psyehological theorists such as Lev Vygotsky were exploring
conceptual frames that also can accommodate some 01' all ofthe research on trans..
active discussion (cf. Turncr & Berkowitz. 2005). L'sjng Vygotsky's work, Wood,
Bruner, and Ross (1976) developed the metaphor of "scaffolding" to better under
stand the learning process occurring in tutorial settings. Bruner would go on to
expand upon the eoncept of scaffolding by associating it with cognitive develop
ment and advancement within the "zone of proximal development" (ZPD). With
the V}'gotskian emphasis on language as the primary mediationaJ tool involved in
cognitive development, it is not surpriSing that the growing socio·cultural paradigm
would resonate with the construct of transactive discussion,
Following Bruner's example of observing tutorial settings. King (1989. 1994)
developed Guided Peer QUestioning., where learners are taught to ask and answer
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each other's questions. This work, with its obvious linkage to scaffolding and the
ZPD, would evolve and expand into what King (1997), in a strange and seemingly
unrelated coincidence, called Trans.ctive Peer Tutoring. King (1998) speaks of lan
guage based "transacdve ccgnitive partnerships" (p. 59) that support and.encourage
scaffolding as weU as the learner's ability to begin controlling and regulating their
own learning process. King positioned tbis outcome in Vygotsky's vjew of initially
other-directed learning that can be appropriated and internalized by the learner.
While King is coincidentally using the transaction term, it is being used in a way
that is highly consistent with that of Berkowitz and Gibbs (1983).
Others, some already mentioned above, bave used the Berkowitz and Gibbs concept
oftransaction from a socio-cultural perspective. Santolupo and Pratt (1994) found levels
of trans active discussion correlated to the adolescent's age, gender, and family psrenting
style, within a Vygotskian framework. Faulkner, Joiner, Littleton, Meil!, and Thompson
(2000) investigated tbe effect of di!lerent learning task formats on cbiklren's collab
orative activity. Faulkner eI a!. found that specific task formats substlmtially increased
levels oftransactive discussion between the students as well as their improvement in sci
entific rea9Oning. The discussion of these findings was supportive of the socia-cultural
importance _<hed to tools lOr mediating collaborative learning.
Goos (1999) has worked to apply socio-cultural theory to the specific task of
mathematics education. In G003, Galbraith, and Renshaw (2002), the conceptual
izauon of the ZPD is expanded through the introduction of"collaborative ZPD" (p.
196) terminology. According to this way of thinking, zones of proximal develop"
ment are always two~way in cbaracter, with all participants appropriating ideas and
actions of others. Goos et al. found that levei-aftransactive discussion waS key to
ereating a collaborative ZPD and inverseJy, metacognidve failure was primarily
due to the inability of students to engage with eaeh other's ideas. For the Goos et
al. study of higber level secondary matbematics students. it was the "eballenge"
created by transactjve discussion which created a coHaborative ZPD that permitted
students to rise to the level of thinking like mathematicians.
Opernting from a socio-cultural perspective, Blanton and Stylianou (2002) looked
to determine how students nppropriate strategies for advaneed mathematieal reason
ing. They determined that transactive diseussions were a critical taetor but also sug
gested that the ability to enter into such discourse could substantially be increased
by tencher scaffolding through the use of transactive prompts enc()Ilf<lging dialogue.
Such an assessment is interesting in raising the idea that transactive discussion is
effective in raising reasoning levels. but to be effective in the classroom, teaching;
prncticing, and modeling this type of discourse may be required. Again, transactive
discussion was seen as a key facilitator to cognitive development within the UD.
It may well be accurate to state that the constructivist paradigm emphasizes the
processes involved in tbe construction of knowledge and that the socio-cultural
paradigm stresses Ibe transmission of knowledge, It is also true that Piagel saw the
issues of conflict and disequilibrium as central to cognitive growth where Vygotsky
centered: upon the cooperative outcome of discourse. To claim that these factors.

however, are the defining differences between these paradigms is probably a gross
oversimplification, Both paradigms are broad enough to integrate all of these fac~
tors even though there may be differences in emphasis, The truly remarkable fac
tor is that both the constructivist paradigm and the socio-cultural paradigm found
within transactive discussion an educational practice capabJe of enlightening and
expanding our understanding ofcognitive processes both theoretical and practical.
And. as Oser reminds us, such discourse is also the basis of ethical and effective
schools and classrooms.
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